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Introduction
No one can cease to be amazed by the dynamic growth of Japan after the
Second World War. Japan continues to be the largest creditor nation in the
world, despite a very strong currency that should make it difficult for their
manufacturing industries in Japan to compete. Examine their methods and
you can see the sharp, acute focus on planning.
The information age – the third wave after the agricultural and industrial
revolution – has spawned exponential globalisation and advanced world
prosperity never seen before. However, this both challenges and threatens
conventional business ideas, especially small-to-medium sized enterprises.
The old ideas of yesterday are quickly replaced by the new ideas of
tomorrow. New strategic issues have emerged. Rapid transfer of data and
information along the value chain has highlighted that the strategic plans of
the past that did not look forwards to the customers at the same time as they
looked at forming strategic alliances with suppliers were not going to provide
the best model for development.
For this reason, future success will depend on strategic business plans
extending their measures of how effective their organisation is to the total
supply chain, and an appreciation of where they are in it. This assumes even
greater significance if the smaller players are going to compete with the
bigger ones.
One can speculate that in the not too distance future, their will eventually be
two major competitors in major business areas, plus a group of niche players
making up the third rung. Strategic alliances will become the route to
dominance for many businesses.
This guide is written for the small-to-medium sized enterprise. It provides a
framework for such businesses to refocus their efforts and prepare for the
new opportunities created by the information age.
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Planning for the future
Numerous studies both in Australia and overseas have indicated that the two
most likely causes of business problems and failure are:
•

Undercapitalisation

•

Lack of a business plan

Clearly, the above are related.
Most business plans concentrate on cash flow forecasts, which are derived
without close scrutiny of market opportunities or a competitive analysis. In
many cases, new directions are set without full consideration of the
organisations’ ability to achieve them in terms of product, process, people
capital etc. In addition, new directions are often set within the constraints of
existing competitive activity without considering an imaginative conception of
where the organisation would like to be.
This business planning model is designed to avoid these problems.
Strategy is about setting overall policies and plans to deliver new directions
for the business. Such directions mean little if the plan to achieve them does
not include measures of ensuring the organisation either has the inherent
skills and capabilities or intends to develop them as part of the strategy.
The organisations’ skills and capabilities are usually defined in terms of the
“organisational effectiveness”.
This planning model addresses both issues; that is, strategic issues and
operational issues, and translates them to objectives, actions, policies and
process strategies.
Another significant difference between this model and many others is that this
is a process model, not a functional model. Thus, it is team-based and crossfunctional and recognises that processes in any business overlap or contain
all functions in the business.
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Expected outcomes
The major outcome of this strategic planning model is:
•

A pro forma report that details strategic, policies, actions and a plan for
the future

•

A clear understanding of the planning needs of the business

•

A conceptional link between strategy and capability

This report will enable a company to identify its competitive advantage,
market opportunities and enable the prioritisation of its short and long-term
objectives. It achieves this through defining a ‘Strategic Advantage for
Winning’, which recognises that different products and services in a portfolio
can all have different competitive advantages, but these should have a strong
link to each other.

The plan
This plan also provides a structured approach for a business owner or a
business owner assisted by an advisor. It involves active participation in data
collection and interpretation. This plan is only as good as the information on
which the analysis is based, hence data must be accurate and reliable.

Ownership
Best results are always obtained by those companies whose managers are
committed and involved in the planning process. If a business owner is to
use this planning guide, he or she must involve their staff. If the guide is to
be used by a business advisor, this advisor should involve the business
owner and all senior managers.
How should you use this guide?
This guide aims to assist the experienced business advisor through each
step. Stages are enhanced by tips, warnings, suggestions and case studies.
To sum up, Strategic Planning is about setting new directions, defining ways
and means of achieving them, and ensuring that the organisation has the
capability to achieve the new goals.
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Icons
Icons appear in the margins through the guide.
These have been
incorporated to help readers quickly find useful information. Their meanings
are summarised below:
Aim
Indicates the primary aim of the section.
Actions
Identifies the activities undertaken at each stage.
Timing
Provides a guide for the time committed by the business advisor
and the firm, as well as an indication of elapsed time.
Outcomes
Defines the outcomes expected from each stage.
Case Study
Gives an example drawn from the experience of other
participants.
Worksheet
Directs readers to the appropriate Business Review Worksheet to
complete the worksheet shown.
Tip
Provides valuable hints.

Warning
Warns of possible pitfalls.
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Roles of those involved
Organisation
The greater the involvement internally, the greater the ownership of outcomes
and willingness to implement plans developed as part of the review.
A business advisor or manager can take responsibility for completing the
surveys and performing the analysis if needed. An advisor, if used, should be
a facilitator.
This guide is designed to be used either by the business manager alone, or
by the business manager in conjunction with the business advisor.

Business advisor
The business advisor has a responsibility to ensure the firm achieves the best
possible outcome from the Strategic Planning for Business.
This is
accomplished through:
•

Developing a sound working relationship with senior management;

•

Adopting the role of a facilitator or coach rather than one expert advisor;
and

•

Achieving management’s commitment to implement the plans
developed during the process.

Mentor
Organisations may elect to involve a mentor to support them during the
planning process, particularly through the latter stages. Mentors must have
the respect of the senior management team and could be an outside expert,
government official, industry association official, non-executive board member
of the firm, a family member or a friend with relevant knowledge or skills.
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Overall business themes and processes
The essence of this model involves recognition that there are five subject
themes to business, and these all overlap as shown in Figure 2A. Hence, this
is not a functional model but a theme or process model which illustrates that
no individual function of the business is independent of the others. These
themes recognise that a business strategy can be best understood and
changes made most effectively if they are process based not functionally
based. Processes therefore cut across functions. A process in this way is
defined as purely a system of activities which convert an input to an output.
The five subject themes (all processes not functions) are:
•

People

•

Marketing

•

Operations

•

Innovation

•

Finance

Figure 2A: Business environment – interaction of five subjects
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Another way of clearly illustrating the importance of a process model
compared with a functional model is shown in Figure 2A. In this figure, the
core processes can cut right across all of the vertical, conventional, functional
boundaries.

Figure 2B: Process Model versus Functional Model

Figure 2B is specifically designed to illustrate that businesses must recognise
and identify their core processes. These cut across functional barriers as
shown above.
The overall functional model is rigid and generally results in poor
communication between the various departments. The process model,
however, indicates that anything that happens in operations will have a
marketing impact an innovation impact etc. and vice versa. Hence, the
process model actively encourages the usage of cross functional teams for
problem solving and improvement inside the business. This has been shown
to most effective throughout the most successful businesses around the
world.
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The five subject themes
Aim
The aim of this section is to establish and measure each process.
Firstly we measure the people process issues to be considered in
the Strategic Evaluation.

2.1

PEOPLE (The “People Process”)

As mentioned earlier in the process theme approach, the five subject themes
are integrated and overlapping. People, of course, overlap with all the other
themes; marketing, operations, innovation and finance. What this means is
that anything that happens inside the business is affected by and will have an
effect on the people in the organisation.
People are the most important part of your business. All systems and
processes in business depend on the people and no function of business can
be improved without recognising the effect changes will have on the people
involved. Hence, the people must be involved, participate and must be
consulted.
Strategically we are concerned with the processes in the business which are
people affected. These are to result in improved strategic people related
performance, achievement and capability.
People performance is highly variable and this means they have to
be supported by:
•
Good training, leadership, motivation, discipline
•
Good technological processes
•
Good systems
•
Good inputs
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Above all else, the business will depend upon direction; that is, leadership
and management. Leadership may be described as the ability to influence a
group towards the achievement of goals. Leadership involves vision,
communication, trust, teamwork and motivation, while management is
typically planning, leading, organising and controlling.
Overlapping all of this of course are the five disciplines that create the
learning organisation. These are:
•

Systems thinking

•

Personal mastery

•

Mental models

•

Shared vision

•

Team learning

To be successful overall, people in the business must be good
communicators and be involved with continuous learning and discipline with
empathy. All this together can be considered as being the culture of the
organisation; that is, the culture is a set of common values and beliefs shared
by people providing rules for their behaviour.
It is true that a good culture leads to shared values and shared visions,
behaviours and attitudes. Poor culture can destroy an organisation even
though the organisation may have excellent technology and systems. If the
organisational culture is not satisfactory there is a strong possibility it can be
changed; however, such a change is not an event but it is a process and such
improvement should be continuous and never ending.
The major determinants of the culture in an organisation are the past and
current leadership styles and values, the reward system, the competitive
environment and the community values and attitudes.
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Successful cultural change, however, can be brought about provided that the
people understand the reasons for the change, how it will work, and have
some influence on the planning implementation and control of the change
process. Intrinsic in any strategic development of the company is the
necessity to continuously develop the qualities and capabilities skills and
education of the employees. This means that training and development must
be an inherent part of improving operational effectiveness and effectively link
to the overall Strategic Business Plan.
As part of the overall control process for the quality of employees therefore
recruitment of the correct types of people becomes intrinsically a very
important issue.
As a start therefore to the Strategic Planning process it will necessary to carry
out an employee survey, to determine the Strengths, Weaknesses,
Opportunities, Threats of the organisation with regard to the people issues
(SWOT analysis).
The issues which should be included in the employee survey are:
•
Leadership
•
Planning and direction
•
Information
•
People management
•
Customer focus
•
Process, products and services

In addition some open questions are included as shown in the Survey Forms.
Each one of these issues should be scored by the employees out of 10 using
the score sheet in the front of Section 2.
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Aim
The aim of this section is to establish and measure the marketing
process issues to be considered in the strategic evaluation.

2.2

MARKETING (The “Marketing Process”)

Marketing may be defined as the total process of satisfying customer needs
by delivering products or services at the right quality price and on time.
Marketing, therefore, involves a recognition of opportunities the setting of
prices the promotion of products and services correctly and delivering the key
process at the right place. Such a definition, therefore, includes the sales
function. Collection of market intelligence data can determine the competitive
position and market opportunities as seen as vital to the marketing function.
At the beginning it is necessary to understand and appreciate that successful
business now and in the future will continue to focus sharply on adding value
to service and products to customers.
The customer of course is:
•
the reason the business exists
•
the reason individuals have jobs
•
the person the business depends on
•
the person doing your business a favour
•
the purpose of all your actions
•
the next step in the process

Successful companies recognise that customers perceptions, expectations,
and needs must be fulfilled to retain the customer, and for growth of the
business.
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It is believed that there are seven basic rules for achieving total customer
satisfaction. These are:
•

Listen and understand customers

•

Design and implement a service response which is creative and unique

•

Define a clear vision of superior service

•

Establish and maintain and improve on standards of quality service

•

Measure performance against competitors

•

High service delivery and people orientated staff

•

Encourage continuous feedback aimed at continuous improvement

Of course, to be totally meaningful, customer satisfaction must be quantified.
One of the difficulties in dealing with customers is that they do not always
know exactly what they want, and so have to be educated on the way to
making some sort of decision. However, successful business will be able to
fulfil needs of the customer, prior to the buying decision (needs may be
defined as an unfulfilled requirement).
In determining the strategic marketing direction for the company, there are
two quick questions we must ask:
1.

What are your services/products and markets now?

2.

Which services/products and markets should you concentrate on in the
future?

This leads to consideration of the four basic ‘P’s of marketing which are:
•

Products/service outcome

•

Price

•

Promotion

•

Place
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Whilst these are the four basic ‘P’s of marketing, there are a further eight
which are subsidiary. These are:
•

Process

•

Physicals

•

Production

•

Perfection

•

Performance

•

People

•

Partnerships

•

Packaging
None of the above is independent of the others. In the process of
analysing marketing data, we really need to determine
opportunities and our competitive advantage. There are
numerous ways of doing this but the best way we believe in the
short term is to survey the market in terms of a marketing
opportunities survey and a competitive analysis survey.
The market opportunity survey firm for existing markets and
products is illustrated in Section 2. The measurements to be
taken for the various service/products are:
•
Market share
•
Market growth
•
Market size
•
Cost of quality
•
Quality levels
•
Investment needed
•
Stability
•
Legal matters
•
Ability to pay
•
Product synergy
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Across the top, we have the various service and product type and the survey
form has allowed for two columns, value and score. The easy way to fill this
in is to simply use the vertical score column and score it between 0-10 as per
the score sheet. The value vertical column is there to provide extra
information which may be recorded if needed. Later, when this information is
analysed, the strengths and weaknesses available in the market will be
observable.
This information can be plotted on a market
opportunities/competitive position graph (x y plot) if needed.
The second survey to be carried out is called a competitive
position survey. The issues here are:
•
Market share
•
Market size
•
Brand name strengths
•
Distributor network
•
Innovation
•
Uniqueness, Patents, Copyrights
•
Quality
•
Packaging
•
Promotion

Once again this can be scored out of 10 and plotted on an ‘x y’ graph if
needed.
As an illustration of how these two survey forms can be filled in
two filled in forms are given in Section 2.
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Aim
The aim of this section is to establish the Operations process
issues to be considered in the strategic evaluation.

2.3

OPERATIONS (The “Operations Process”)
The major strategic operations issues are most probably:
•
Service process
•
Business process re engineering
•
Information technology
•
Supply chain integration
•
Quality standards

There is a strong recognition now that both manufacturing and service
industries can be treated together through a process approach. Process here
is defined, as simply the series of activities needed to convert an input to an
output.
Many of the techniques of manufacturing can be applied direct to service
operations whether it is a restaurant a hospital or a retail store. W. Edward
Deming once said if you can’t describe what you are doing as a process then
you don’t know what you are doing. He has also been quoted as saying ‘it is
not enough to do your best you must know what you’re doing and then do
your best’. The emphasis on the second statement was that you needed to
understand the process of your function before anything else.
Service and manufacturing can be compared since:
•
both produce outcomes
•
both outcomes can be specified
•
both deliver benefits to customers
•
both aim at customer satisfaction
•
both depend on the quality of people
•
both industries can learn from each other
•
both can be defined in terms of process
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The process view is particularly important because it enables us to focus
away from functional groups and recognise the integrated links between
functions inside companies and so this reinforces our approach using the five
themes cutting across functional boundaries. Information technology or IT
through computer systems can be used to streamline and automate basic
functions and provide wonderful accurate relational databases for making
better decisions.
A lot of Information Technology has been used to support the operational
process in many enterprises for some time. This has almost been in an ad
hoc and isolated way. Very few enterprises are using it in a comprehensive
and innovative way. The use of good integrated IT systems has led to very
accurate supply chain integration and the reduction of steps in the overall
process of supply to the customer.
There are two basic types of quality systems that are used to improve
business effectiveness. These are systems based on ISO9000 and systems
based on TQM. These systems overlap, and in fact, one could say ISO9000
is a sub set of TQM.
As far as any operation is concerned the overall level of technology in
systems control is vital in determining the process effectiveness or
organisational effectiveness of the business.
The level of technology can be studied in terms of the technology
in respect to ‘state of the art’ in terms of hardware and software,
whether the recording in control systems are manual or electronic.
Whilst the control systems can be measured in terms of:
•
Error rate
•
Delays
•
Waste
•
Setup
•
Cleanup
•
Idle time
•
Process linking
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The major issues in determining the Strengths, Weaknesses,
Opportunities and Threats for the organisation in terms of
operations are listed in survey forms number in Section 2. These
include such things as:
•
Growth %
•
Utilisation %
•
Efficiency %
•
Error rate %
•
Complaints per year %
•
Lead time to customers
•
Inventory %
•
Stock turns
•
Rent percent sales
•
Training
•
Export percent sales

Not all of the above issues are applicable to every type of business.
In the second Operation survey we consider some of the main
financial operations issues. These include:
•
Return on Assets
•
Return on Capital
•
Interest payments
•
Direct labour as a percent of sales
•
Overheads as a percent of sales
•
All leases as a percent of sales
•
Debt to Equity ratio
•
Cash flow
•
Inventory ratio
•
Inventory ratio express as working process plus finished
goods
•
Now fill in Survey Forms
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Aim
It is the aim of this section to determine the innovation issues to be
considered in the strategic evaluation.

2.4

INNOVATION

Innovation may be defined as the taking of opportunities and creation of
newness to improve existing services, products and processes. It involves:
•

The use of advanced concepts

•

Continuous Improvement of existing processes

•

It applies to marketing, process, products, finance and all parts of the
business

Innovation is in fact newness and originality in doing things. Innovation
therefore includes ‘Eureka Ideas’ Research and Development,
Commercialisation, and Kaizen. To be successful in the future all parts of the
business must undergo continuous innovation. This means innovation in
service, marketing, sales, purchasing, finance, production, retail, stock
control, etc.
As a general rule, we could talk about innovation in terms of step function,
changes or gradual improvement. It is believed now, that there is a strong link
between product and process innovation.
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Your ability to innovate will depend on capability, opportunities
and the general creativity that business can apply to a particular
problem. There are a number of idea generating tools that can be
used. These include:
•
Brainstorming
•
Functional needs analysis
•
Products attributes listing
•
Reverse engineering
•
6 Thinking hats
•
Imagineering
•
Triz
Some sources of new ideas can be:
•
Suggestion boxes
•
Patents
•
Trade shows
•
Customers
•
Journals
•
Competitors
•
All people
•
Internet
•
Overseas trips
•
Brainstorming
•
Annual reports of competitors
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One of the biggest problems with ideas is evaluating them in
terms of their probability of success. As the first stage in deciding
on what areas should be improved or revolutionised we suggest
that an innovation survey is carried out. Innovation surveys
suggested includes measuring the approximate age in terms of:
•
Lifetime of products
•
Processes
•
Number of ideas generated
•
Number of new products developed
•
Total dollars on Research and Development as a percent
of sales
•
Number of new processes developed
•
New technologies introduced
•
Measurement against state of the art overall
•
The sources of innovation data
•
Surveillance methods

If possible this should be aligned against your major competitor.
The Innovation survey form is given in Section 2.
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Aim
It is the aim of this section to determine the innovation issues to be
considered in the strategic evaluation.

2.5

FINANCE

The major financial issues in determining the strategic direction of the
company are associated with:
•

Profitability

•

Liquidity

•

Gearing

•

Funding for growth

•

Innovation

•

Gross margin by product and process market segment

•

Net profit by product process market segment

Such issues as profitability, liquidity, gearing and funding for growth will
become more important at a later stage of the analysis while gross margin
and net profit in the early stages are of great importance in determining the
strategic direction that should be selected at the time when market
opportunities and competitive position and other strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and threats of the organisation are analysed.
Hence, in the first instance, we would ideally like to know the Gross Margin
for each product or service group and the Net Profit for each of these as well.
The first of these, Gross margin, should not be difficult to obtain. The second,
net profit, requires an allocation of overheads by product, and is therefore a
little more difficult to measure.
The sales and gross margin and net profit surveys are given in Section 2.
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Why you need to plan
The two major causes of business failure are undercapitalisation and lack of
business planning. Business planning in the context of this guide consists of
strategic planning and operational planning. It is about opportunities and
competitive positioning and operational effectiveness.
Strategic planning is basically, visionary, can be intuitive and is a very
innovative assessment of opportunities for development and growth and
transferring these to action plans consistent with where the company wants to
go. The objective of strategic planning is to improve the competitive
position of the business.
Operational planning on the other hand is the action planning associated
with the implementation of the strategic plan. The objective of the operational
plan is to improve operational effectiveness and efficiency.
This strategic planning for business model links both strategic planning and
operational planning.

Strategic thinking
Small to medium size businesses are not used to thinking strategically about
their business. Such thinking is not simply “rearranging the deck chairs on
the Titanic”; it is intuitive and visionary and requires a leap into the unknown.
It therefore requires leadership, creativity, a strong focus, a positive
approach, process and particular knowledge of the market, competitor and
processes. Strategic thinking therefore involves thinking “outside the
square” and employing all the creative tools that are available.
The strength of the strategic plan is only as good as the information on which
it is based. Hence an intuitive leap can be grossly in error if the premise on
which it is based is wrong or the information is in error. Measurements must
therefore be accurate and timely, reliable, representative and relevant.
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To understand the strategic positioning of a business it is necessary to
understand the competitive position of the business in the market and get a
true idea of how efficient it is. The strategic plan should overlay all
operational plans and align them with what we define as a Strategic
Advantage for Winning. In addition it is unlikely that the competitive
position will remain in place for very long as the competition in the global
economy moves very fast.
Strategic planning must consider all external and internal factors influencing
the business. A major determinant of new strategy will be the customers’
perception of perceived needs. This is a moving target!
To determine a company’s strategy, we need to examine both external and
internal factors. Some of the key external influences influencing the strategic
plan will be:
•

Market share and growth

•

National goals and values

•

History and culture

•

Government policy

•

Public service

•

Unions

•

Geographical isolation

•

Nearness to Asia

•

Dependence on overseas countries as a trading partner

But the key influence is the competition.
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Critical success factors
The strategic planning process will be unsuccessful if the processes to
support the strategy are not in place. In addition processes must be able to
generate creativity and management systems must have control aimed at
prevention. Successful strategic plans must have an ability to increase value
to customers and an overriding objective of improving the competitive position
of the company. This means that successful companies must continuously
monitor customers and the market, and be able to change direction quickly.
Case Study
Some of the most significant product innovations were made in the
face of marketing advice that indicated that these products or
services would fail. For example:
•
The Sony Walkman
•
The Honda Civic
There are two major attributes which will help us prioritise critical
success factors for strategic planning and they are:
•
The ability to differentiate our company from the competition
•
The ability to create value as perceived by customers

Competitive advantage
A competitive advantage is not sustainable for long periods of time and
competitive advantages may be defined differently for different products,
services and market segments.
Case Study
Quality was a decided competitive advantage in Japanese motor
vehicles from approximately 1985 to 1996. Many European
manufacturers have now caught up. The new competitive
advantage will be flexibility, engineering, innovation and build-toorder, for example:
•
Motorcycles built to order (BTO)
•
Computers built to order (BTO)
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Strategic advantage
In the future we will need a strategic advantage which includes our
competitive advantage because business will be focused on:
•

Knowledge

•

Human skills

•

Logistics capabilities

•

Speed

•

Clever data interpretation

This means that the supply chain will be more closely orientated with service
flexibility and design as products all become high quality.

What we need to know to formulate a strategic plan
Figure 1

1. Your business
2. Industry trends
3. Organisational effectiveness
4. Market opportunities
5. Competitive position
6. The environment

Strategic Advantage
For Winning (SAW)
↓
Match Vision with
Capability and put
in Control Systems

Action
Plan

Section 3

Section 4

7. Global trends

Sections 1 and 2

Strategic Plan
Section 4

What we need to know about your business to prepare a strategic plan is
illustrated in Figure 1, above. This outlines the structure of this guide.
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Sections 1 and 2: Involves data collecting to understand your business.
What you need to know to run your business better and confidently set new
directions.
Section 3: Is the Strategic Evaluation of the data collected in Sections 1 and
2.
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BUSINESS
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EVALUATION
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3.1
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BUSINESS STRATEGIC EVALUATION

General
The basic steps in setting new directions for a company involve:
1.

An analysis of the external and internal factors affecting the business

2.

A strategic analysis of the market opportunities, competitive position
and organisational effectiveness

3.

Strategy selection – the selection of the appropriate direction once the
opportunities have been identified

4.

Action plans for implementation of the various process strategies

5.

Implementation of those strategies

5.

Continuous performance monitoring, review and evaluation
A classical simple model for strategy development:
 Mission

 Vision

 Strategic analysis

 Process strategies

 Implementation

 Performance monitoring/evaluation

Naturally in this flow in this flow chart there are continuous feedback loops.
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In a very simple context, the appropriate starting point is usually the market
and the competition. From there, the Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities
and Threats are identified and critical issues are listed and addressed by the
appropriate strategies. Such a process revolves around a continuous review
of the mission and vision and must be linked to an effective implementation
plan.
In addition, new directions being set by the business must be backed up by
the appropriate organisational effectiveness and financial capitalisation.
In the model presented here the overall pattern of all competitive advantages
for various products and services are tied together through a Strategic
Advantage for Winning, which is strongly linked and supported by operational
effectiveness. Hence, at this stage, the first thing you should do is turn to
page 118 of Section 4 and define your ‘Mission’. (Mission is defined on page
50.)

Future trends and chaotic inputs
Internal business changes mainly affect the organisational effectiveness and
capability. However, strategic decisions are mostly influenced by external
factors. Such factors may be:
•

Trends in the marketplace

•

Chaotic influences such as a change in Government policy

•

Cultural attitudes and values

In addition there is ‘Statistical Variation’ or background noise; that is, normal
variations that occur on a daily basis in business.
To formulate an effective strategy we are interested in the major future trends
which can be identified but we must remain aware that chaotic inputs can
occur which are virtually unpredictable.
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Any business therefore must have the ability to weather the storms of these
chaotic inputs, therefore we need contingency plans. As a result, processes
in the company should ideally be under very good and tight control so that if
these chaotic inputs do occur the business is well placed to change direction
if it has to.
The following points are therefore worth noting:
•
Just as we can link process and systems, the focus on
knowledge based skills will lead us to a need to network to
achieve maximum performance.
•
An intrinsic part of this is the development of the five basic
disciplines (Senge P.M. 1990). These are:
1. Systems thinking
2. Personal mastery
3. Mental models
4. Shared visions
5. Team learning

The above five give rise to what is called the ‘Learning Organisation’ after
Royal Dutch Shell.
In addition the six work habits are mandatory:
1. Teamwork with customer focus must be practiced by all
2. The company must continually take meaningful
measurements of the core processes
3. All process must be built on the basis of fail safe, i.e.
‘Prevention of Errors’
4. The whole organisation must continuously learn and train.
5. Strategies, Tactics and Procedures must be put in place
and be clear
6. The whole organisation must continuously focus on
improvement

The overall aim is to create a win/win partnership by creating customer value
not simply company value.
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We can therefore now list future trends in p112, (3.1) Section 4 –
(guidance notes page 47). The objective here is to list and
evaluate all the future trends that could significantly affect the
business and will help us to formulate the correct strategy.
Case Study – Chaotic Inputs
No one predicted the stock market crash in October ’87. It
repeated itself in a minor way with two chaotic changes on 29th
and 30th October 1997. In addition no one actually predicted the
El Nino effect or the S.E. Asian currency crash in Nov/Dec. 1997.
What we must do however, is have contingency plans in place so
that we can withstand major chaotic inputs. This can only be done
if our major processes are under tight control.

List the chaotic inputs that are likely to affect your business in order of priority
and summarise on p112 (3.2).
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THE STRATEGIC VALUE CHAIN

Businesses of the future will recognise the need to integrate processes both
upstream and downstream. In addition future focus will be about building up
core competencies, building up mutual networks and alliances and taking a
dynamic strategic position as you create customer value. This essentially
means that we will look at business in terms of creating a strategic value in
whole chains of supply to the end customer, as shown in Figure 3A below.

Figure 3A

The main points from Figure 3A are:
•

Every process has links to upstream processes or downstream
processes. In other words the company doesn’t exist independently of
the chain.

•

The system is a string of processes linked together and the
performance of the system depends on performance of the processes.
In addition all systems are affected by strategic decisions made to
capitalise on opportunities to create a competitive advantage and
improve the organisational effectiveness.

•

The Strategic Advantage in the future will be linking personalised
computer control customer care with integrated supply systems.
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ANALYSIS OF MARKET OPPORTUNITIES AND COMPETITIVE
POSITION
Worksheet
Survey forms on market opportunity and competitive position in
section will enable us to identify the Strengths, Weaknesses,
Opportunities and Threats of the business. Hence we can now list
all our Strengths for each of the survey forms all our Weaknesses,
Opportunities and Threats on p113 of Section 4. We suggest that
these are voted on and listed in order of priority.

3.4

EVALUATION OF SWOT ANALYSIS

Figure 3B

As you can see from this diagram, when the Strengths align with
an Opportunity there is a likely outcome of positive success. Whilst
this a simplistic view it does offer a strategic advantage during the
analysis, but the success of it will largely depend on the skill with
which you have identified the components of the SWOT Analysis.
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CREATING THE FUTURE

If we align our Strengths and Opportunities, we are ready to bounce into the
unknown and create the future. In addition, if we align our Weaknesses with
Threats, we have a number of strategic options open to us and these need
further evaluation. Fundamentally, we need to ‘Think outside the square’.

Figure 3C
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3.6

STRATEGIES FOR EACH PROCESS

To introduce the evaluation we have reproduced some basic strategies that
could be applied to the various processes, some of which could be applicable
to your company.
People

Capability
Achievement

Marketing

Opportunities

Competitive position

Operations

Technology

Control

Innovation

Newness

Finance

Gross margin
Net profit

Development
Training
Systems
Processes
New markets
New segments
Customer loyalty
New products
Pricing
Promotion
Place
Features
Service
Machines
Computers
Data interface
Error rate
Speed
Customer care
Supply chain
Integration
Features
Technology
Uniqueness
Differentiation
Pricing
Control
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STRATEGIC ADVANTAGE FOR WINNING

The SAW may be defined as those special capabilities which will enable it to
attain a superior strategic and winning position in the market with respect to
its competitors. The SAW overlays the competitive advantages in all
segments.

3.8

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES – FIRST SET GOALS (YOUR VISION)

These must be defined in terms of:
•

Sales volume

•

Gross profit (= GM)

•

Return on assets

•

Net profit

•

Domestic markets

•

Export markets

•

Customers

•

People turnover

•

Age of systems and equipment
The first stage is to set broad goals. These should be revisited
regularly during the planning process. Set broad goals and fill in
page 4.19 of Section 4
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3.9

KEY DRIVERS OF A BUSINESS STRATEGY – A SAILING
ANALOGY

Figure 3D

Relationship between competitive advantage and SAW
Opportunities

KPMs

Competitive advantage for
each targeted product,
process and service

SAW

It is perhaps useful at this stage to reinforce the connection between mission
strategy, tactics and goals. This is clearly illustrated by Figure 3D which
illustrates each of the components for a yacht sailing to windward.
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The SAW should:
•

Capture the essence of the company’s competitive strength

•

Create superior customer value and unique selling point

•

Be simple and clear

•

Be persuasive

The SAW attempts to bind the competitive advantage since they are not
expected to be valuable for long, whilst a SAW can be valuable for a much
longer time (but can still be copied).

3.10 BASIS FOR GROWTH
Figure 3E
Present markets

Present products
Market penetration

New products
Product expansion

Market expansion

Diversification

New markets

The growth option pursued must be consistent with the capabilities of the
business and recognise the resources needed in terms of people and capital
to achieve growth desired.
Define your basis for growth, p119 Section 4. All that is required
here is to evaluate the options. You can now define your Strategic
Advantage for Winning.
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3.11 STRATEGIC ADVANTAGE FOR WINNING (SAW)
That special identified capability that will enable it to attain a Strategic
Advantage and a winning position in the market. Some sources of SAWs are:
•

Service strategies

•

Product innovations

•

Packaging

Issues creating strategic advantages
Service

•

Interactive personalised customer care with ‘memory’

•

POS technology

•

Instant customer feedback

•

Personalised caring service

•

Tightly controlled processes supplying current
products/service/outcomes to buying interface

•

Promotional strategies with instant measurement and feedback

•

Flexible support processes

Retail

•

Better usage of display area – Facings, Depth, Store Positions, Synergy

•

Better stock control – (Aim for 1.5 x lead time)

•

Stock Rationalisation

•

Buying Power of Groups

•

Better service organisation – Speed, Care, POS Technology
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Professional services

•

Needs serviced in a caring differentiated way

•

Flexibility

•

Speed

•

Trust

•

Synergy

•

Added benefits

Manufacturing
Development

Time to develop new Cars (1995)

Honda

3 years

Merc. Benz

5 years

Production
Matsushita

Throughput time for new Washing Machines
Was 360 hours
Now 2 hours
Lead time for filling new orders

Toyota

Now 2 days

Many of the SAWs for manufacturing are related to product innovation and
product features related to process innovation
Case Study
Car manufacturers could have the SAW as:
Engines
- Honda
Service
- Lexus
‘Sheer driving pleasure’
- BMW
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3.12 CHOICES FOR STRATEGIC ADVANTAGES FOR WINNING
Lower cost or differentiation
Rarely is it possible to pursue both of these strategies
simultaneously as primary objectives.
Case Study
Whilst pursuing low cost and differentiation at the same time may
not appear to be possible, some Japanese car manufacturers
have achieved this in the period 1985 to 1992 when the yen revalued (400yen =$A1 to 90yen = $A1).
But
Strategic Advantage for Winning must offer superior value.

Figure 3F
Superior
value to
customers
versus
competitors

SAW

All strategies must be aimed at delivering perceived superior value.
•

Customer Value = Benefits – Price

•

Company Value = Price – Cost

•

Competitive Advantages

•

Unique Selling Points

•

Extreme Customer Care with personalised service – service that is
interactive, positive and has a ‘memory’
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3.13 DIFFERENTIATION AND SAWs
1. Focusing resources and effort
Figure 3G

Focusing resources and effort can lead to…

STRATEGIC ADVANTAGE for WINNING
(Superior customer care)

SAWs can be:
•

Focusing all effort on particular core processes (a short-term strategy)

•

Innovation of product, process in service or manufacturing

•

Continuous differentiation

2. Three possibilities for a competitive focus
•

Service and process excellence

•

Service and product leadership

•

Customer, supplier partnerships
Leading companies relentlessly pursue a competitive focus whilst
monitoring their performance in other market segments. Hence
they do not become ‘stuck in the middle’ so that you neither
achieve operational excellence or product leadership – failure
would result in the business being a ‘me too’ operation.

All of the above must be analysed from a process perspective.
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3. Operational excellence
Sources of customer value

•
•
•
•
•

Price
Convenience
Lead time
Service and manufactured quality
Personalised, caring service

Pro-active improvements
focus on:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Service
Production technologies
Logistics
Eliminating waste
Streamlining ordering and production control
Eliminating errors
Cost control

4. Service and product leadership
‘We will set up processes to serve you better than anyone else’.
Sources of customer value

•
•
•
•

Innovative product features
Product/brand image
Level of product finish
Attention to product detail

Pro-active improvements
focus on:

•
•

New market features (ahead of the market)
Early incorporation of new product
technologies
Strong marketing with emphasis on
branding and positioning
Process for capturing new product ideas
(creativity)
Processes for product commercialisation
Quality, features, financial benefits – a
strategy to suit the times

•
•
•
•
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3.14 EXTERNAL INFLUENCES
Figure 3H
Economic
Climate
Social
Environment

Today’s
SAW

Customer
Expectations

Tomorrow’s
SAW

Supply Advances
Competitors

Technology
Developments

A SAW may not be sustainable for long in a global economy. At this stage, it
may be advisable to revisit the external and internal influences in ‘Strategy’ as
recorded in the Report to emphasis that a Strategic Advantage is no longer
sustainable for a very long time.
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3.15 STRATEGIC ADVANTAGE FOR WINNING – EXAMPLES
Some SAW options worth considering are:
•

Consistently exceeding customer expectations

•

Continually reducing cycle time for all business processes

•

Continually eliminating waste from all business processes

•

Continually improving all business processes

•

Delivering on time, every time

•

Delivering faster than anybody else

3.16 CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS
‘Those things that must be done well to ensure the future success
of the business.’
Choose from:
Figure 3I

BUSINESS
RESOURCES
Resource
Characteristics

Product
Characteristics

List Critical Success Factors (CSF) – evaluate in terms of:
•

Customers

•

Competitors

•

Internal process systems
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Identifying Critical Success Factors:
•

What are we good at now?

•

What do we have to be good at to succeed in this industry?

•

Why do our customers buy our goods and services?

•

What goods and services characteristics must we provide to meet our
customers expectations?

•

Have we developed any unique resources or capabilities not readily
available to our competitors?

•

What culture must we develop to gain a competitive advantage?

Critical Success Factors must:
•

Differentiate us from competitors

•

Offer value as perceived by our customers
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3.17 MARKET OPPORTUNITIES VERSUS COMPETITIVE POSITION
When the market opportunities for each product process and market segment
are measured using the survey forms, the various positions on the plot in
figure 3H can be recorded for our business and then for the opposition.
The next step is to decide on the strategy (direction) and tactics (how) we are
going to:
•

Win against our competitors

•

Consolidate and improve our position overall

•

Improve our competitive position by differentiation, features, innovation
etc.

•

Change the product/service/process to fill a void in the market

Figure 3J

Market Opportunity

10 Hi

(10, 10)

D

B

A

G

E

C

I

H

F

O Lo

10 Hi
Competitive Position

Whilst this evaluation is progress, consideration must be given to our “Star
Elements”.
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Star elements
•

What are we particularly good at?

•

What Strategic Advantages for Winning (SAWs) do we possess
(product, process, market etc.)?

•

How can we exploit our strategic advantages?

•

How can we cut up the opposition with our SAW?

This should also consider the four basic marketing strategies

Marketing strategies
Four basics:

1.

Develop new markets or new products.
 Innovation

2.

Adopt an aggressive approach and change the rules of the game.
 Initiative Marketing

3.

Isolate differences between opposition and company and strengthen
the most important differences.
 Differential Exploitation

4.

Realignment of existing resources to capitalise on key factors where the
company has a Strategic Advantage for Winning (SAW).
 Macroscopic Focusing
These must be translated to KPMs to be useful.
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Some likely strategies for the nine segments in Figure 3H:
A, B, C

D
E

F
G, H, I

Opportunities for growth:
•
investment probably required
•
promote growth
Heavy investment could be required
•
risk high
•
Situation unclear
•
More information needed
•
Improve competitive position
Cash Cow
•
•

Poor position, divest?
Can they be moved to a Cash Cow position?

3.18 WRITING THE REPORT
Once you have:
•

Completed the business assessment overview;

•

Filled in all the survey forms;

•

Completed the general overview sections and defined mission, vision,
strategic advantage for winning;
you will then be able to write the report.

This finishes with a list of tactics and strategies, an action plan, benefits and
conclusions. This report is a foundation for future development.
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WITH
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The Future
(This is a one page summary of key policies)
Vision/mission:
Repeat from Vision Statement in text

Strategic objectives:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Repeat from Objectives in text

Strategic Advantage for Winning (SAW):
Repeat from SAW in text

The future:
A general statement of where the company desires to be in
3-5 years time and how it is going to get there.
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Executive Summary
This Executive Summary is a synopsis of the whole of the report which
concentrates on the high priority issues without the detail. If the reader wishes to
explore the background, he/she needs to refer to the text in the body of the report.
Business and core processes:
This should state the nature of the business and define the core processes.

Background:
This briefly states the reason why the report is written, the history of the company
and its success factors which have led the company to its present position.

Present products and services:
This is a summary of the present products and services the company offers.
It should highlight any significant areas that differentiate the company from
its competitors and how it integrates product and service delivery.

Our people:
A brief statement here summarises the position, aspects of the people
capability and opportunities to develop them to achieve further growth.
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Significant external trends:
A summary of external factors that will most
likely influence the business in the future.

Chaotic inputs:
A summary of unlikely events that could affect the business if and
how the company would deal with them on a contingency basis.

Scenarios:
A summary of the most likely situations to enable growth to occur.

Market opportunities:
A list of opportunities from the SWOT analysis in order of priority.

The competition:
A survey of the major competitors, now and in the future.
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Target markets:
The markets to be targeted now and in the future.

Core processes:
The essence of the business in the future.

Our goals:
Specific strategic objectives to be achieved with timeframes.

Our KPMs:
This is a survey of the key measurements to be achieved.

SAW (Strategic Advantage for Winning):
A crystallisation of the essence of the competitive advantages.
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Competitive advantage by service and product:
The different competitive advantages by service and product or market segment.

Strategies by topic:
Directions for each function.

Present financial position:
A summary of turnover ($’s), GP ($’s), net profit and growth.

Projected financial position:
The future, most likely scenarios.

Growth – funds sought:
Development money sought.
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Conclusions:
Significant conclusions to be reached.
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1. Business Assessment Overview
1. Business name:
2. Contact person:
Position:
3. Address:
4. Telephones:
Business:
Direct:
Mobile:
5. Fax:
6. Email:
7. Website:
8. Ownership:
Private  Family  Public  New owner 
9. How long have you been in business?

10. Industry:
Detail

Original founder 

Service
Retail
Wholesale
Distributor
Manufacturing
11. Typical outcomes (service groups for service
industries):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
Total outcomes (services) =
Total % sales =
%
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12. Typical outcomes (product groups for
manufacturers):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
Total no. products
Total % Sales = %
13. Sites of organisation and localities:
No of sites:
Head office:
No. employees:
Turnover last year $:
14. Five most important business activities:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Yes/No

15. Planning – do you have the following:
1. Mission Statement?
2. Defined competitive advantage?
3. Strategic Business Plan?
4. Policies for each function?
5. Defined organisation structure?
6. Quality Policy Statement?
7. External Accountant/Tax Agent?
8. Five-Year Plan?
9. Budget for next year?
10. People Development Plan (includes training)?
11. Marketing Plan?
12. Service/Manufacturing Plan?
13. Financial Plan?
14. Innovation Plan?
16. Historical performance:

Earlier years
This
Year
y
Sales
No. employees

Last
Year
y–1

Direct
Indirect

No. customers
No. suppliers
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Answer

17. General:
1. Is labour productivity a restraint on your business?
2. What percentage of your workforce is unionised?
3. Are you aware of the latest technology in your industry?
4. Who sets your ultimate selling price:
•

Competitive pressure?

•

Other suppliers?

•

Distributors?

•

Only wholesale price?

•

Retail price?

5. Do you target your market or sell to everyone?
6. Do you outsource?
18. Automation and computer control (indicate your degree of automation):
Measurement

Computer
System
Y/N

Software

1. Finance

General ledger, profit
and loss, balance sheet

2. Process
•

Production

•

Marketing

•

Service

•

Point of sale

•

Bar coding

Age
Details
(Years)

3. Marketing and Sales
4. People records
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This Year Last Year

19. Utilisation, efficiency, waste:
1. Utilisation

= (No. hours operating per
year/8760) x 100%

2.
= (Run hours/8760) x 100%
Efficiency –manufacturer (Run hours = op.hours–setupbreakdowns–preventive
Efficiency – service
maintenance-cleanup)
(output/budget output) x 100/1%
3. Waste

Self Help Model

= Reworks, rejects, returns,
repeats

20. Financial ratios:
1. (total assets/sales)
2. (fixed assets/equity)
3. (direct labour + on costs/sales)
4. (admin + sales wages/sales)
5. (average gross profit (sales–cost of sales)) as % of sales
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2. Setting the Scene (External Analysis)
2.1 National goals and values:
This information is most likely available from your industry association.

2.2 History and culture:
Past performance and behavioural aspects likely to influence the plan.
For example, family, origin of owners, past ownership etc.
2.3 Government Policy:
Policy guidelines likely to influence the business.
For example, tariffs, duties, transport, ports etc.
2.4 Public service:
Any public service issues that could affect the business.

2.5 Unions:
Which unions will have a direct influence on the business?

2.6 Geographical isolation:
A comment on whether this is likely to be problem
or not to the future growth of the business.
2.7 Nearness to Asia:
Advantages and disadvantages to your business from the Asian perspective.

2.8 Dependence on Japan:
This may or may not be a factor but it needs to be commented upon.
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3. Overview of Future
3.1 Significant future trends:
List and evaluate all future trends which will impinge on the
business and comment on the most significant and prioritise.

3.2 Chaotic inputs:
List and evaluate and comment on the most significant and the
risks associated with not having a contingency plan in place.
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4. SWOT
4.1 S – Strengths
The SWOT analysis is the evaluation of the survey in each of the five
theme areas. It defines the most important strengths of the business.

4.2 W – Weaknesses
Again, from the survey forms, the weaknesses should be listed and evaluated.

4.3 O – Opportunities
A list of opportunities from the surveys, both external and internal,
need to be evaluated.

4.4 T – Threats
A survey of the possible threats to the business need to be listed.
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4.5 Strengths that align with opportunities:
List in order of priority.

4.6 Strengths that align with threats:
List in order of priority.

4.7 Weaknesses that align with opportunities:
List in order of priority.

4.8 Weaknesses that align with threats:
List in order of priority.

4.9 Conclusion to above:
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5. Opportunity Evaluation
Market opportunities and our competitive position

Market Opportunities

10

0

Competitive Position

Legend*:
Now

Where

* The size of the circle can be used to represent relative revenue values.
List in order of priority all opportunities:
From the SWOT analysis, these are listed.

Target markets:
A definition from the above evaluation of priorities.
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6. Strategic Objectives
NOW

5 years time

1. Sales volume
2. Gross profit (=GM)
3. Return on assets
4. Net profit
5. Domestic market sales
6. Export market sales
7. Customers (no.)
8. People (turnover)
9. Average age systems and equipment

7. Vision Statement
This is an imaginative perception of where you
want the business to be in the future.

8. Mission
The desired or chosen end of ones efforts. The mission statement should contain
a brief statement of the business area the company operates in, its environment
and processes and reflect the broad objectives the company hopes to achieve.
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9. Growth Options and Basis for Growth
The growth options, once reviewed should be prioritised.

Innovation:
A comment on the general level and importance of innovation of product, process
and marketing and its affect on the overall growth strategy is needed here.

Technology:
A comment on the importance of technology to
the growth of the company is needed.

Export:
A comment on the importance of export to the growth of the company is needed.

Investment:
If growth is to be by involvement of existing plant or non-plant
equipment then the options need to be explored in terms of
future investment and the importance of growth.
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10. Strategic Advantage for Winning (SAW)
This is a statement defining the special capabilities of the company
which will enable it to attain an advantageous position in the
marketplace with regard to its competitors. It is therefore an overlay
on the competitive advantages of each product or market segment.

11. Competitive Position
11.1 Overall:
A broad statement linking the competitive advantage, Strategic
Advantage for Winning and organisational effectiveness.

11.2 Competitive advantages by products/services:
Those aspects of product/services which will enable the company to achieve
An advantageous or unique position with respect to the competition in the
marketplace should be commented on. This should be defined by product/service.

12. Critical Success Factors
These are the critical factors that must take place
if the overall goals are to be achieved.
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13. Tactics and Strategies
People process strategy:
The directing of the people process to achieve people objectives integrated
with other strategies and consistent with a Strategic Advantage for Winning.

Market process strategy:
A statement regarding the direction of the marketing process to achieve
marketing objectives integrated with opportunities, customers, the
service process and innovation and finance strategy consistent with
the Strategic Advantage for Winning.
Operations process strategy:
A statement regarding the direction of the operations process in service and
manufacturing to achieve operations objectives integrated with other strategies
and the service process consistent with the Strategic Advantage for Winning.

Innovation process strategy:
A statement about the direction of the innovation process
to achieve innovation objectives consistent with other
strategies and the Strategic Advantage for Winning.

Finance Process Strategy:
A statement regarding the direction of the finance process to achieve
finance process to achieve finance objectives consistent with
the other strategies and the Strategic Advantage for Winning.
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14. Action Plan
Person

People process:

KPM

Time

(Process)

Person

Marketing process:

KPM

Time

(Process)

Operations (service, manufacturing) process:

Person

KPM

Time

(Process)

Person

Innovation process:

KPM

Time

(Process)

Person

Finance process:

KPM
(Process)
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15. Benefits
Operational benefits:
Pluses for the operations process.

Market attractiveness and focus:
Pluses for the market attractiveness and focus.

Customer acceptance of product/service:
Pluses for customers.

Copyright/patents:
If involved, spell out.

Financial/ROI:
Specific focus on:
1. Turnover
2. Gross profit and gross margin
3. Net profit
4. R&D on sales
5. Innovation
6. Export
Forecasts:
The major scenarios, trends and conclusions.
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16. Conclusions
The achievement of the plan is to be spelled out.
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Definitions
A, B, C Classification An arbitrary grouping of Stock Keeping Units (SKU’s)
enabling different rules for production and inventory control.
As a first pass, the groupings are:
•
A = Products with a high volume of sales and a low
risk of being unsold if kept as stock. Hence, they are
MTS (Made-To-Stock).
•
B = Products that have a smaller volume than A but
are to be manufactured with finished goods stock but
with lower inventory levels.
•
C = Products with a high risk that will not be held in
stock but are instead are MTO (Made-To-Order).
AGVS
AMH
AMT
Analytical Tools

Automated Guided Vehicle System
Automated Materials Handling
Advanced Manufacturing Technology
1. Brainstorming
2. Imagineering
3. Flowchart – Value Stream Maps
4. Data Collection
5. Check Sheets
6. Run Charts
7. Histograms
8. Magic Lanterns
9. Statistics
10. Dispersion
11. Cause and Effect Diagrams
12. Pareto Chart
13. Team Problem Solving
14. Control Charts
15. Method Sheets and Setup Sheets
16. Computers
17. Memory (History)
18. Training and Education
19. Communication
20. Shewhart Wheels (SDCA, PDCA)

Asset Turnover

A measure of the efficiency of the company defined as
Sales divided by Total Assets.
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ATC

Automated Tool Changeover

Attribute Data
Autonomation

Go/No Go or Yes/No or count data
A word coined to describe a feature of the Toyota
production system whereby a machine is designed to stop
automatically whenever a defective is produced.
A measure of the efficiency of the company defined a
Accounts Receivable divided by Sales per Day.
A series of measurements in all business functions
The Normal Distribution; the shape of the probability
density distribution when a large number of random
variables affect a measurable variable. The shape is
perfectly symmetrical and bell shaped.
Is an ongoing, systematic process to search for and
introduce international best practice into your own
organization, conducted in such a way that all parts of your
organization understand and achieve their full potential.
Synergistic idea development in a team environment
Order-of magnitude improvement in key business
processes – by radical changes in these processes (often
using information technology).

Average Collection
Period
Balanced Scorecard
Bell Curve

Benchmarking

Brainstorming
Business Process
Re-Engineering
CAD/CAM
CAD
CAE
CAIT
Capability

Computer Aided Design/Computer Aided Manufacture
Computer Aided Design and Drafting
Computer Aided Engineering
Computer Aided Inspection and Testing
Measurement of spread of variation when the system or
process is stable compared with specification limits.

Capacity
Capacity Amount
Capacity Timing

The ability of manufacturing to meet market demand
The size of capacity increment added
The time at which capacity increases are ‘triggered’ –
ahead of, in step with or behind demand.
The use of today’s funds to generate tomorrows profits
The proportional relationship between debt and equity

Capital Expenditure
Capital Structure
CAPM
CAPP
Cause and Effect
Diagram

Computer Aided Production Management
Computer Aided Process Planning
An analytical technique used to analyze and organize a
problem or process when there are many causes of
variation – called also Ishikawa, Fishbone or Dead Ned
Diagram.
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Changeover Time
Changeover Time
Check Points and
Control Points

Check Sheet

CIM
CNC
Commitment

Common causes of
Variation
Communication
Competence
Competitive
Advantage
Competitive Arena
Congruence (of
goals)
Consignment

Self Help Model

The time between finishing a batch runs on a piece of
equipment and starting the next (dissimilar) batch.
The time between finishing a batch runs on a piece of
equipment and starting the next (dissimilar) batch.
Both check points and control points are used in measuring
the progress of improvement related activities between
differing managerial levels. Check points represent
process-oriented criteria. Control points represent resultoriented criteria.
A simple tool used for collecting or gathering attribute data
and presenting the data in an organized, logical and readily
understood manner.
Computer Integrated Manufacturing
Computer Numerical Control
The employees’ motivation, understanding and response to
management’s communications about changes in the
environment – only achieved with the right level of mutual
trust.
Chance causes of variation, which are traceable directly to
the system. They are purely random.
Any action or behaviour, which results in an exchange of
meaning.
The level of employee versatility, skills and perspective to
take on new roles and jobs.
A measure of the organisational advantage over
competitors.
The overall influence that other suppliers have on
customers.
The degree of compatibility between the goals of the
individual and the goals of the company.
Inventory, usually raw material is held at the customers’
premises and paid for on agreed terms as it is used. The
customer only pays on usage while the vendor, the
supplier, wears the capital cost of the inventory held on
consignment. In addition, the customer pays for the
storage costs in terms of the building capital, rent and
racks. This is very similar to VMI (Vendor Managed
Inventory).
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Constraint

Control
Control Chart

CONWIP

Core Competencies

Cost Effectiveness

Cost of Quality

Coverage Ratio
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Bottleneck, Pacesetter for a system process that
determines the overall throughput or production of the
whole system.
To regulate or restrain, constrain
A tool used for graphically indicating whether a process is
stable and performing at the correct level. It consists of a
run chart with variation limits (UCL, LCL) displayed.
Specification units are often also displayed.
Continuous Work In Progress; an acronym to describe the
concept that the work in progress does not ever reside in
inventory and inventory is regarded as a waste not an
asset.
Are fundamental building blocks on which any enterprise
bases its ability to satisfy and exceed the expectations of its
customers? They provide the basis for the development of
core products and their variants (end products): the
concept applies to both the goods and services
components.
The organisations relative human resources costs as
measured by such direct factors as wages, benefits and
indirect costs such as strikes, staff turnover and other
grievances (people context).
The difference between the actual cost to a company of
making and selling products and the cost which would exist
if there were no failures and no possibility of failure of the
product, in conforming to specifications during manufacture
and use.
A measure of the debt capacity of the company and its
level of financial risk, and defined as Profits before Interest
and Tax divided by Interest.
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22 Creative Ideas

Critical Success
Factors
Cross-Functional
Management

Culture

Current Ratio
Customer

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
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Properties
Space
Order
Energy
Shape
Movement
Friction
Magnetism (attraction, affinity)
Gravity
Dissecting
Fragmenting
Self-service
Copying
Coatings
Blending
Phases
Solvent
Oxidation
Potential
Combination
Multi-use
Prevention

Those things that must be done well to ensure the future
success of the business.
The interdepartmental coordination required realizing the
policy goals of a KAIZEN and a Total Quality Control
program. After corporate strategy and planning are
determined, top management sets objectives for crossfunctional efforts that cut laterally throughout the
organisation.
Is learned behaviour and knowledge that is integrated by a
group, shared among group members and passed along to
descendants.
A measure of the liquidity of the company defined as
Current Assets divided by Current Liabilities.
A person who buys goods or services from a business, a
person on has to deal with. In any business there are
internal and external customers.
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Customer
Expectations
Customer Needs
Customer
Preferences
DBMS
DBR
Debt Ratio

Debt/Equity Ratio

Deming

Self Help Model

A combination of customer needs and preferences for
opportunities to be realised, problems to be solved and
good feelings to be created.
Those essential requirements of customers which must be
satisfied by the goods and services response
Those non-essential requirements which customers desire
to be satisfied by the goods and services response.
Database Management System
Drum, Butter, Rope (visual manufacturing)
A measure of the debt capacity of the company and its
level of financial risk and defined as Total Liabilities divided
by Total Assets.
A measure of the debt capacity of the company and its
level of financial risk and defined as Total Liabilities divided
by Shareholders’ Equity.
Dr Deming was the statistician who was sent to Japan by
General Douglas Macarthur after the second World War to
introduce a new quality based manufacturing philosophy.
This led to techniques such as TQC (Total Quality Control),
TQM (Total Quality Management), and SPC (Statistical
Process Control). Dr. Deming developed a 14 Point plan
for management.
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Deming’s 14 Points

Desired Outcome
Differentiation
Discounted Cash
Flow
Dividend Yield
DNC

1.

Self Help Model

Create and publish to all employees a statement of
the aims and purposes of the company or other
organization. The management must demonstrate
constantly their commitment to this statement.
2. Learn the new philosophy, top management and
everybody.
3. Understand the purpose of inspection, for
improvement of process and reduction on cost.
4. End the practice of awarding business on the basis
of price tag alone.
5. Improve constantly and forever the system of
production and service.
6. Institute training for skills.
7. Teach and Institute leadership.
8. Drive out fear. Create trust. Create a climate of
innovation.
9. Optimise toward the aims and purposes of the
company the efforts of teams, groups, staff areas
too.
10. Eliminate exhortations for the workforce.
11. a. Eliminate numerical quotas for production.
Instead, learn and institute methods for
improvement.
b. Eliminate Management by Objectives (MBO).
Instead, learn the capabilities of the processes and
how to improve them.
12. Remove barriers that rob people of pride of work.
13. Encourage education and self-improvement for
everyone.
14. Take action to accomplish the transformation.
Statement driven by the sustainable competitive advantage
to guide decision making.
The uniqueness of the business with respect to its
competitors as perceived by the market.
Technique used in evaluating multi-year capital
investments. There are two popular variants: internal rate
of return and net present value.
A measure of market value defined as Dividends per Share
divided by Market Price per Share.
Direct Numerical Control
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Earnings per share
(EPS)
EBET

EDI
Efficiency

Emotion
Employee Influence
Employee
Involvement

Enterprise
Development Plan

Enterprise Vision
Environment
EPR

ERP
Facility
FIFO

Self Help Model

A measure of market value defined as Net Income divided
by the number of Common shares on issue.
Equal Batches Every Time; as far as possible the batch
size or run length for intermediate processes should be
fixed so that one run can be readily compared with another.
For the ultimate system BTO (Built-To-Order), the run
length will be highly variable and will match the customers’
orders but this will only be possible with rapid setups and
where the setup cost effect on the direct manufacturing
cost is small.
Electronic Data Interchange
The ratio of actual to standard performance – most often
(unfortunately) associated with the measurement of direct
labour performance.
Intense mental feeling, love, hate.
How employees can act to improve or protect their
economic share, psychological satisfaction and rights.
The involvement of employees in the creative process of
continuously improving the company’s ability to support the
sustainable competitive advantage.
A summary of the key actions that the client is undertaking
and intends to undertake, to develop and improve their
business (produced by the company in conjunction with its
AusIndustry Case Officer).
Refer to ‘Vision’ definition
The overall influence governments, regulations and public
opinion have on customers and suppliers.
Economic Production Run; the optimum batch size for
production. This is heavily influenced by the setup and the
inventory level, ideally with a Kanban system. For a simple
inventory control and purchase order system, the
equivalent term used is usually called the EOQ (Economic
Order Quantity).
Enterprise Resource Planning; an extension of the MRP
system to include extra processes and systems.
Size, location and focus of plant(s)
First In First Out; a rule for inventory control to avoid stock
damage and loss and old stock being sold after new stock.
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Financial Limit to
Growth
Financial Strategy

An approximate calculation to assess the maximum
sustainable annual growth rate in the short-term.
The pattern of decisions required maximising the profits
generated by the company’s overall investment in pursuing
sustainable competitive advantage.

Five S Process
(with Six S Process)

These are visual tools to improve productivity. They are
based on the Five Pillars of the visual workplace (Hirooyuki
Hirano):
1. Sort
2. Set in Order
3. Shine
4. Standardise
5. Sustain
6. Safety
A pictorial summary of the flow of various steps of a
process.
Finished Goods
Flexible Manufacturing Cell
Flexible Manufacturing System

Flowchart
FG
FMC
FMS
Focus
Frequency Table
Functional Layout
Funnel Experiment

The degree of scope in the business, often defined in
product or market terms.
A simple tool used to show in tabular form the frequency or
number of times a given value occurs in a set of data.
A batch production process layout with equipment grouped
according to machine function.
A demonstration of how tampering with a process will
increase the variability. In this experiment, a funnel is set
up above a target and marbles are dropped into it. The
design is such that the marbles are very much smaller in
diameter than the inside diameter of the neck of the funnel.
The result is that the marbles spray into a distribution
around the target. Since the first drop will most probably
miss, then the operator will invariably adjust the funnel
thinking it will improve the likelihood that the next marble
will hit the target bulls -eye. With 26 drops with and without
moving the funnel, it is clearly demonstrated that moving
the funnel between drops increases the distribution or
spread of the scores; that is, tampering makes the system
worse.
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Globalization

Governing Values
Gross Margin (GM)

GT
Histogram

Human Dynamics
Human Resources
Flow
Human Resources
Strategy
Imagineering

Improvement

Incoming Material
Control
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The term used to describe the change in trading and
interaction dynamics resulting from the reduction in trade
barriers, the formation of trade blocs, increased global
competition due to accelerated supply chains and
increased ease of market access, and the result of real
time IT data and its analysis.
Refer to ‘Values’ definitions
The difference between the selling price (S) and cost of raw
materials including freight (COS). Hence, GM is equal to
Gross Profit (GP). This is not a scientific measurement and
its use and definition varies from one industry to another. In
many cases direct manufacturing costs and labour and
other costs are included.
Group Technology
A graphical technique used to illustrate the distribution of a
set of data values. It is the frequency of an event plotted
against the magnitude of the event.
The process of interaction between people, one-on-one or
in groups.
The flow of people into, through and out of the organisation
The pattern of decisions influencing the relationship
between organisation and employees in jointly pursuing
sustainable competitive advantage.
A process of brainstorming involving comparing the real
system with the ideal system and comparing the
differences and then prioritizing these so that a course of
action can be defined.
Improvement as a part of a successful KAIZEN strategy
goes beyond the dictionary definition of the word.
Improvement is a mind-set inextricably linked to
maintaining and improving standards. In a still broader
sense, improvement can be defined as KAIZEN and
innovation, where a KAIZEN strategy maintains and
improves the working standard, gradual improvements and
innovation calls forth radical improvements as a result of
large investments in technology and equipment.
Involves the receiving and stocking of those parts whose
quality conforms to the specification requirements, with
emphasis upon the fullest practical supplier responsibility.
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Information Input
Innovation

Innovation Strategy

Input
Interpersonal
Activities
Inventory Turnover
JIT
KAIZEN

Kanban

Key Principles

KPD
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The process of understanding, interpreting and defining
customers’ goods and services needs and preferences.
1. Taking opportunities to enhance products and
processes by systematic, timely and achievable
advances.
2. Application of new ideas to products and processes
or organizations resulting in significant benefits in
quality, cost, delivery and features.
The pattern of decisions directed to product and process
‘innovation’ in pursuing the sustainable competitive
advantage.
The process of understanding, interpreting and defining
customers’ goods and services, needs and preferences.
Involves interaction between people to produce intangible
outcomes; the outcomes are usually assessed in evaluative
terms.
A measure of the efficiency of the company defined as Cost
of Goods Sold divided by Finished Goods Inventory
Just In Time
KAIZEN means improvement. Moreover it means
continuing improvement in personal life, home life, social
life and working life. When applied to the workplace,
KAIZEN means continuing improvement involving everyone
– managers and workers alike.
A communication tool in the ‘Just-In-Time’ production and
inventory control system. Usually a card at shop floor level
but can be an electronic packet.
Of the customer supplier relationship
•
‘All people serve customers through a system’
•
All systems are contaminated with variation’
•
‘Variation dominates the ability of people in the
system to satisfy customers’
Key Performance Drivers, KPM for the input side of the
process. These are not easily measured for the service
industry but if quantified, useful information can be
obtained.
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KPI

KPM
KPO

Law of Finance
Lean Manufacturing
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Key Process Indicators; these are real time measurements
in the same sense that Jazz is real time composition. If
they deviate from control then action can be taken
immediately to prevent the KPO measurements being
outside the desired control range. This is called preventive
action.
Key Performance Measures; these may be KPD, KPI, KPO.
Key Performance Outputs. These are the after the event.
Measurements that are very important, but require
corrective action if they indicate a problem.
For every operating action there is a financial reaction
Lean Manufacturing may be defined as the production of
goods with minimum working capital, minimum inventory,
maximum speed, minimum waste, on time, of the correct
quality, to the customer’s specification. This is done using
systems that aim at continuous flow and maximum flexibility
using a pull system instead of a push system. Lean
Manufacturing is about efficiently manufacturing a large
range of products on short runs. It emphasises quality,
value added and process control.
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Lean Thinking 26
Rules

People
1. Continuously improve the culture
2. Team-up
3. Optimise customer response
Integration
4. Supply equals demand
5. ‘Pull’ for minimum cycle-time
6. Apply to supply chain
7. Minimise variation
8. Shorten the financial cycle
9. Apply 6S System
Planning
10. Demand to bottleneck
11. Even mix for production
12. First in first and prioritise
13. Optimize supply
14. Load-levelling
15. Equal batches at the Economic Production Run
(EPR)
16. Optimise sequencing
Operations
17. Minimize waste
18. Aim for continuous flow
19. Maximise value-added
20. Link processes
21. Match processes
22. Minimise hold points
23. Prevention not rework
24. Use Statistical Process Control (SPC) to improve
control to Six Sigma
25. Use Single Minute Exchange of Dies (SMED)
26. Use quality systems as part of the business
processes

Lead Time
(manufacturing)

The actual elapsed time those materials are present in the
production process. Unfortunately, the definition is not
precise. For the more general case, it is the time between
order placed and delivery.
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Leadership
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Low Cost Position

Attention through vision, meaning through communication,
trust through positioning, positive self-regard. Ability to
generate followers through action, trust, integrity, deeds,
commitment, communication or charisma.
One skilled at creating acquiring and transferring
knowledge, and at modifying its behavior to reflect new
knowledge and insights. Term developed by Royal Dutch
Shell and popularized by Senge (1990).
The lowest cost producer with respect to competitors

Magic Lanterns

Visual graphic illustrations of data and information

Maintenance

Refers to activities that are directed to maintaining current
technological, managerial and operating standards.
The making of goods or wares by labour or machinery
A competitive weapon rather than a set of ponderous
resources and constraints.
The structure and infrastructure of design, production and
suppliers, including associated information, systems,
technology and materials.
The total system of equipment, people and procedures
used to design and produce the firm’s products and
services.
The pattern of decisions directed to creating continuous
improvement in manufacturing capability in order to create
and sustain the competitive advantage.

Learning
Organization

Manufacture
Manufacturing
Manufacturing
Function
Manufacturing
Process Technology
Manufacturing
Strategy
Mark up (MU)

Market
Market
Segmentation
Marketing

Marketing Mix

Marketing Strategy

Mark up is usually expressed a the extra amount in dollars
which is added to the cost of the raw materials to yield the
selling price (retail price usually).
Set of all actual and potential buyers of a product
Division of the market into separate product/customer
groups each of which contains customers with (relatively)
uniform expectations.
Getting the right products and services to the right people
at the right place at the right price with the right
communication and promotion.
Positioning the products to meet customer needs and to
sustain the competitive advantage by means of the 4 P’s:
Product, Price, Place, Promotion.
The pattern of decisions required developing the growth
links between the business and its customers in pursuing
sustainable competitive advantage.
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Markup
Mission
Moments of Truth

MRP
MRP-II
MTO
MTS
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The extra amount ($) which is added to the cost of the raw
materials to yield the selling price.
Concise, single statement of future business content,
direction and scope.
Any episode in which the customer forms an opinion
regarding the ability of the supplier’s response in goods and
services to meet expectations.
Material Requirements Planning
Manufacturing Resources Planning
Made-To-Order
Made-To-Stock

NC
Normal Distribution

Numerical Control
A ‘bell-shaped’ natural distribution of process outcomes
described by the average (mean) and spread (standard
deviation) of the resultant outcomes.
Operational Activities Involves definable processes producing tangible outcomes;
the outcomes are usually assessed in quantifiable terms.
Organic
The internally generated improvement in total effectiveness
Improvement
as measured by trends in performance parameters over
time.
Organization of Work Particular combination of job task, technology, skills,
management style and personnel policies and practices;
that is, the definition and design of work. The choices lie in
the generic areas of ‘bureaucratic’ (employee involved as
subordinate), ‘market’ (employee involved as contractor) or
‘clan’ (employee involved as member).
Organizational
A measure of the organisation’s ability to achieve goals.
Effectiveness
Having decided where we wish to position the company in
(Strategy)
the marketplace, the enterprise must improve its
organizational effectiveness. This means it must improve
its process and system capability. Here, the system
capability is mathematically equal to the product of the
process efficiencies.
Outcome
P & IPC
Pacesetter

The result of activity, e.g. product, service. This may be
tangible or intangible, subjective, or objective.
Production and Inventory Planning and Control
The Pacesetter process is the process that is the major
constraint on the system. The idea is to send a demand
signal to the pacesetter and pull through from there.
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Pareto Chart

PDCA Cycle
(Plan-Do-Check-Act)

Perception Points

Place Issues
Plant Life Cycle

Poka Yoke
Policy (Japan)

Policy Deployment

Policy Prioritization
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An analytical technique which identifies and ranks the
major problems to be solved in order of significance, e.g.
the 80/20 rule after Vilfredo Pareto. 20% of the causes
give rise to 80% of the effect or 80% of your sales comes
from 20% of your customers.
The PDCA Cycle – Plan, Do, Check, Act – is an adaptation
of the Shewhart Wheel. Where the Shewhart Wheel
stresses the need for constant interaction among research,
design, production and sales, the PDCA Cycle asserts that
every managerial action can be improved by careful
application of the sequence: Plan, Do, Check, Act.
Any episode in which the customer forms an opinion
regarding the ability of the supplier’s response to meet
expectations.
Channels, coverage locations, inventory and transport
The aging stages a plant facility moves through – these
being initial planning and start up, incremental expansion,
maturation and reinvestment and renewal or shut down.
‘Mistake proofing’ a system
In Japan the term is used to describe long and mediumrange management orientations as well as annual goals or
targets. Another aspect of policy is that it is composed of
both goals and measures; that is, both ends and means.
Goals are usually quantitative figures established by top
management, such as sales, profit and market share
targets. Measures, on the other hand are the specific
action programs to achieve these goals. A goal that is not
expressed in terms of such specific measures is merely a
slogan. It is imperative that top management determines
both the goals and the measures and then ‘deploys’ them
down through the organisation.
The process of implementing the policies of a KAIZEN
program directly through line managers and indirectly
through cross-functional organisation.
A technique to ensure maximum utilization of resources at
all levels of management in the process of policy
deployment. Top management’s policy statement must be
restated at all management levels in increasingly specific
and action-oriented goals, eventually becoming precise,
quantitative values.
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Positioning (strategy) Positioning equals strategic positioning. One of the two
major elements of strategic planning. It is a description of
where in the overall market the company places its
products and services with respect to the market,
particularly with reference to market share and market
growth. Other characteristics will also be included at a later
stage of the analysis. Companies strategically position
themselves to gain a strategic advantage, or create a
strategic advantage or to take advantage of newly created
marketplace opportunities or technological advantages.
The other major element of strategic planning is
“organisational effectiveness”.
Preventive Action

Price Issues
Price/Earnings Ratio
Procedure

Procedures Manual

Process

Process
Configuration

Also called Preventative action. Action taken to prevent the
need for corrective action or rework. Also designing
possible human errors out of the system.
List price, discounts, allowances, payment periods and
credit terms.
A measure of market value defined as Market Price per
Share divided by Earnings per Share.
Details of purpose and scope of the process which identify
how, when, why and by whom the activity is to be
performed.
A specific document, detailing the purpose and scope of
the nominated process, which identifies who does what,
when, where, how and why. The Procedures Manual
normally is a companion set of documents to the Quality
Manual in a QA accreditation project and is often called a
Quality System Procedures Manual.
The method by which the input is converted or combined to
create the output or simply the conversion of an input to an
output via a series of activities. The six parts to a process
are:
1. Setup (preparation)
2. Run (the value added part)
3. Maintenance (preventive to avoid breakdowns)
4. Breakdown (errors and Rework)
5. Idle (available to run, but not utilised)
6. Cleanup
The way the manufacturing process is organized and
operated – project, job, batch, assembly or continuous.
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Process factors
Process
Improvement

Process Innovation
Process Input
Process Intent
Process Output

Process Parameters
Process-Oriented
Management

Product
Product based
Layout
Product Control

Product Flow
Product Innovation

Product Issues

Self Help Model

The interacting features of the method, which affect the
output.
Involves investigation and tests to locate the cause of nonconforming parts and excessive part-to-part variation, to
determine the solution required and ensure that
improvement and corrective action are permanent and
complete.
Identifying improved methods of adding value to the
product.
Materials and services entering the process, which are
converted or combined to create the output.
The required operating characteristics and outputs for the
process.
The materials and services leaving the process, which are
the result of the input being converted or combined by the
process.
The interacting features of the method, which can be
changed to affect the output.
A style of management that is also people oriented in
contrast to one that is oriented solely toward results. In
process-oriented management a manager must support
and stimulate efforts to improve the way employees do their
jobs. Such a style of management calls for a long-term
outlook and usually requires some behavioral change.
Something produced (service, outcome, ware, goods)
A batch production process layout with equipment grouped
according to product group.
Involves the control or production and field service so that
departures from quality specifications can be corrected
before defective or non-conforming products are produced
and the proper service can be maintained in the field to
assure full provision of the intended customer satisfaction.
The flow of materials and parts into, through and out of the
production process.
That extra ’something’ that differentiates a product from its
predecessors in satisfying a customer need, be it an
enhancement of an old product or a new product
development.
Quality features, options, style, brand name, packaging,
sizes, services, warranties and returns.
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Product Life Cycle

Product Portfolio
Analysis

Product Proliferation
Product/Need
Congruence
Product/Process
Match
Production
Planning/Material
Control and
Information Systems
Products
Profit Margin
(Return on Sales
[ROI])
Project ROI

Promotion Issues
Pull

Push
QC (Quality Control)
QC Circles
Quality

Self Help Model

That period of time for which a product is acceptable to the
market – normally the cycle consists of development,
growth, maturity and decline stages.
An analytical approach designed to identify product
performers and non-performers, to set product priorities for
allocations of cash in order to reposition products and to
establish a target portfolio, balanced with respect to cash.
The growth of product range over time
The degree of ‘fit’ between the market or customer need
and the actual product response.
Relationship between product life cycle and process life
cycle
Planned flow, coordination and control of materials
information and associated resources into, within and out of
production.
All deliverables to a customer, including service – sum of all
responses.
A measure of the profit making efficiency of the firm, and
equal to Net Income divided by Total Sales.
The particular annual interest rate which would cause the
present value of the projected net cash flow to be zero for
the investment in question.
Advertising, personal, selling, sales, promotion and
publicity.
The Pull system relies on satisfying demand with a short
lead-time by pulling the product through the system when
the demand is there, not making to stock and taking the risk
and the extra cost. Kanban cards can be used.
The old system of making to stock or inventory and hoping
the demand is there or going out and prospecting.
A system of means to economically produce goods or
services that satisfy customer requirements.
Quality Control Circles
Always means uniformity. Dependability, reliability at low
cost suited to the market – within specification and with
minimum variation. This applies to product and process.
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Quality Assurance

Quality Assurance
Accreditation Project

Quality Audit

Quality Control

Quality Manual
Quality Mission

Quality Perceptions
Quick Response

Quality System

Quick Ratio
QWL
R (Range) Chart

Self Help Model

All those planned and systematic actions necessary to
provide adequate confidence that goods or services will
satisfy given expectations.
To develop and implement a prescribed Quality Assurance
system as the basis for sustained continuous improvement.
The purpose of accreditation is to undertake an audit of the
prescribed QA system by an external party to establish its
conformance to a standard or agreed level.
A planned and documented activity performed in
accordance with written procedures and check-lists to verify
by investigation and the examination and evaluation of
objective evidence, that applicable elements of a quality
program or plan have been developed documented and
effectively implemented with a specified requirement.
Total composite product and service characteristics of
marketing, manufacture and maintenance through which
the product and service is use will meet or exceed the
customer expectations.
A concise document setting out the general quality policies,
procedures and practices of an organisation
Statement outlining the key quality characteristics of the
company in the future – includes vision. Includes the key
policy statement of the company and a statement of future
business direction and scope.
The opinion of customers regarding the ability of the
supplier’s response to meet their needs and preferences.
A system of supply focusing on a reduction of lead-time
from supplier to end customer. This leads to a reduction in
waste, working capital, inventory.
A four tiered system linking:
•
Quality Policy
•
Quality Systems Procedures
•
Work Instructions
•
Quality Records
A measure of the liquidity of the company defined as
Current Assets less Inventory divided by current Liabilities.
Quality of Working Life
A graphical technique used to measure dispersion or
spread of the process. Can detect changes in the stability
of process.
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Response
Results Oriented
Management

Retail
Return on Assets

Return on Equity
Return on
Investment (ROI)
Reward Systems

RF

RPO

Run Chart
Scattergram

SDCA (StandardiseDo-Check-Act)
Service

Service Industry

Self Help Model

The output from the supplier’s value adding system to meet
the customer’s goods and services needs and preferences.
This style of management is well established in the West
and emphasises controls, performance, results, rewards
(usually financial), or the denial of rewards and even
penalties. Criteria or R Criteria are easily quantifiable and
short term. Western style management emphasizes R
Criteria almost exclusively.
The sales of goods in small quantities directly to a
customer – to sell in small quantities by the piece
A measure of the profit making efficiency of the company
and equal to the net income divided by the total company
assets.
A measure of the profitability of the firm, and equal to Net
Income divided by Shareholders’ Equity.
A measure of the profit making efficiency of the firm, and
equal to Net Income divided by Total Assets.
Tangible and ‘personal’ systems by which organisations
reward competent employees in return for performance and
loyalty.
Radio Frequency. A communication technique employing
hand held devices to communicate from the Point Of Sale
(POS) or Point Of Demand (POD) to a central server.
Reverse Purchase Order; after goods are sold at a retail
outlet, an automatic order is electronically generated on the
supplier for replacement.
Plot variable or attribute versus time or consecutive number
An analytical technique used to determine whether any
relationship exists between two given variables and
whether one variable is a function of (or controlled by)
another variable.
A refinement of the PDCA Cycle wherein management
decides first to establish the standard before performing the
regular PDCA function.
This is a product or outcome delivered to serve or satisfy a
need of a customer. Good service is the delivery of a
satisfactory outcome which meets or exceeds a customers
needs.
An organisation linking producers and consumers
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Seven Tools
(original)

Self Help Model

SFC
Shewhart Wheels

1. Check Sheet
2. Run Chart
3. Histogram
4. Scattergram
5. Pareto Diagram
6. Cause and Effect Diagram
7. Control chart
Shop Floor Control
PDCA or SDCA, see earlier

Sigma (σ)

Sigma is a standard deviation

Six Sigma (6σ)

A measure of the spread or dispersion of a series of
measurements for a normal distribution. 99.7% of all
measurements for normal distribution fall between ± 3σ,
hence 6σ covers 99.7% of all measurements. However, a
6σ company as defined by Motorola is closer to a ± 6σ =
12σ. Motorola however allow for a 1.5 sigma shift of the
average. Honda in the Saitama plant in Tokyo possibly
work at 7 sigma. Our Hospitals are probably at 2 sigma.
Target plus or minus 7 Standard deviations without the 1.5
sigma target shift allowed for with six sigma, all within the
tolerance level for the process.
Single Minute Exchange of Dies. The principle here is to
continuously reduce setups until dies are exchanges in a
minute and the setup lost time is reduced to a goal of zero
by carrying out the setup concurrently off line.
Statistical Process Control; a method of using statistical
data to improve the predictability of the outcomes from
processes. It involves process measurement, frequency
analysis and the elimination of special causes of variation
and the systematic reduction in the spread of the variation
due to common causes and then the introduction of control
charts and capability indices (after Shewhart and Deming).
A process that is in statistical control, free of special causes
and has an outcome that is random (yet predicted) within
defined variation limits (called Control Limited).
As defined at Toyota this is the optimum combination of
workers, machines and materials.
A set of policies, rules, directives and procedures
established by management for all major operations, which
serves as guidelines that enable all employees to perform
their jobs successfully.

Seven Sigma(7σ)

SMED

SPC

Stable Process

Standardised Work
Standards
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Statistics
Strategic Advantage
for Winning (SAW)

Strategic Factors

Strategy
Strategy Map

Structure of
Production
Subjective
Sub-Unit Focus
Supermarket

Supply Chain

Self Help Model

The study of numerical data to better understand the
characteristics of a population or process.
Those special capabilities identified by the company that
will enable it to attain a sustainable position in the market
with respect to major competitors. It is like an SCA
(Sustainable Competitive Advantage), but recognizes that
no competitive advantage remains an advantage for long in
the global market. The SAW overlays the competitive
advantages of all segments, groups’ products, and
services.
Those strategically oriented aspects of the company which
have a major influence on the achievement of the
company-wide goal of continuous improvement. Factors
include goods and services competitiveness, operational
reliability and human resources effectiveness.
A consistent pattern of decisions actually made to gain a
sustainable competitive advantage.
A plot (graph of 2 variables [x & y]) designed to present a
graphical illustration of the current position of your business
(ONE), and illustrating the future opportunities that can be
created when both the internal and external strategic issues
are taken into account. In this model, 7 strategy maps are
used. The idea is to encourage a statistical approach.
The linkages and relationships between discrete
manufacturing operations and associated structure and
infrastructure elements.
Existing in a persons mind and not existing outside it.
The production process layout according to either process
function grouping or product grouping
An array of products or components arranged in a
convenient fashion to enable visual control and easy
access to feed a process.
The sum of the links between companies describing the
flow of goods and services from raw material to end user.
For example, in the conversion of bauxite to aerospace
parts the supply chain consists of Mine bauxite at Weipa >
convert to alumina (QAL)>convert to Aluminium (Al
Smelter)>cast and roll to shape>ship to Hoogevens
(Europe)>alloy in remelt in Europe>cut to size>machine to
parts>Ship to USA Boeing ands assemble in Plane. This is
also a value chain since at each step the intrinsic value of
the product has increased.
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Sustainable
Capability
Sustainable
Competitive
Advantage
System
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That which can be consistently maintained over a period of
time without imposing undue stress on people.
That special capability identified by the company that will
enable it to attain a superior position in the market with
respect to major competitors. Unfortunately, these are not
sustainable for long in a global market.
All the resources of the supplier including all people, all
processes and all external suppliers/contractors – it a sum
of all processes. The system efficiency is the product of
the individual process efficiencies. For example,
E = 0.9*0.9*0.9*0.9*0.9 for 5 processes at individual
efficiencies of 0.9; that is, 90%. The system efficiency is
therefore 0.59 = 59%.

System Capability

The measure of variation in the value adding system’s
response with respect to customer’s expectations; this is
sustainable between the upper and lower boundaries of
variation when all special causes have been eliminated.
System Intent
The process of identifying customers’ expectations and
interpreting these into a form suitable for use within the
extended value adding system.
System Performance Includes both the absolute level of performance of the
goods and services as well as the degree of variation about
that level.
Tampering
Changing the variables in a process to try and compensate
for special causes of variation. This makes the variation
worse.
Tactics
The art of placing or maneuvering forces skillfully in battle
Team
Time Based
Management
Total Productivity

A group of people who have common goals and who work
together in a synergistic way to achieve them.
To gain competitive advantage by minimising cycle times
The ratio of the outputs (goods and services) from the
company to the sum of the four basic inputs (labour,
material, capital and energy).
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TQC

TQM

TQS (The Quality
Solution)

Trigger Point (T)

Self Help Model

Total Quality Control – organized activities involving
everyone in a company, managers and workers, in an
integrated effort towards improving performance at every
level. This improved performance is directed toward
satisfying such cross-functional goals as quality, cost,
scheduling, manpower development and new product
development. It is assumed that these activities ultimately
lead to increased customer satisfaction.
Total Quality Management is the management approach
that achieves continuous incremental improvement in all
processes, goods and service through creative involvement
of all people.
A total solution to a strategic business improvement,
linking:
•
Teamwork
•
Measurements
•
Processes
•
Training and Education
•
Quality Assurance
•
Continuous Improvement with Strategy and Vision
The Inventory value at which a signal is generated to
produce.
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Twenty Six Rules for
JIT Use for Large
Product Ranges for
Short Runs

People
1. Continuously improve the culture
2. Team-up
3. Optimise customer response
Integration
4. Supply equals demand
5. ‘Pull’ for minimum cycle-time
6. Apply to supply chain
7. Minimise variation
8. Shorten the financial cycle
9. Apply 6S System
Planning
10. Demand to bottleneck
11. Even mix for production
12. First in first and prioritise
13. Optimize supply
14. Load-levelling
15. Equal batches at the Economic Production Run
(EPR)
16. Optimise sequencing
Operations
17. Minimize waste
18. Aim for continuous flow
19. Maximise value-added
20. Link processes
21. Match processes
22. Minimise hold points
23. Prevention not rework
24. Use Statistical Process Control (SPC) to improve
control to Six Sigma
25. Use Single Minute Exchange of Dies (SMED)
26. Use quality systems as part of the business
processes

Value added
(materials related)

The amount that purchased raw materials and components
increase in vale when they have been converted into
products.
That part of an employee’s activities that is perceived as
adding value (not cost) to the company’s goods and
services.

Value Added Work
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Value Chain

Values

Value Stream Map
Variable Data
Variable Data
Recording Sheet
Variation

Vendor Managed
Inventory (VMI)
Velocity
Vertical Integration

Visible Management

Vision

Wholesale
WIP

X-bar (Average)
Chart

Self Help Model

See Supply Chain. The only difference is the different
degree of focus on supply in terms of delivery on time and
cost, and value added (profit or increase in value).
The basis upon which decisions are made and actions
taken;
Or
The types of conduct (personal, group or enterprise) that
are seen as acceptable and desirable;
Or
The things the enterprise stands for and believes in.
Flowchart linking operations with data boxes aimed at linebalancing and inventory reduction.
Characteristics that you measure on a numerically
graduated scale.
A simple tool used for collecting and recording variable
data.
Exists throughout the entire value adding system and is the
‘enemy’ to achieving and sustaining a long-term customer
supplier relationship.
see Consignment Stock
Speed with direction
The extent of process span, direction of process boundary
expansion and the balance between resulting linked
activities.
The technique of providing information and instruction
about the elements of a job in a clearly visible manner so
that the worker can maximise his productivity.
Underlying a mission statement is a picture, an image, a
vision of a desired state of affairs that inspires action,
determines behavior and fuels motivation.
Sale in large quantities especially for the purpose of resale
Work in Progress; usually the term used to describe the
goods that have been booked out from raw materials and
have not had all the value added by the manufacturing
processes and have not been booked into finished goods.
Typically, WIP values for non-JIT processes are 1000times
greater than batch process non-JIT systems.
A graphical technique used to measure whether the
process is centered on target or the nominal value.
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Scientific American

1995

Seagal S Horne D

1997

Senge, Peter M.

1990

Shewhart, Dr.
Walter A.

1931

Shingo, Shigeo

1983

Smith, Adam

1776

Soon, Freddie

1997

Stalk G & Hout
T.M.

1990

Stalk Jr., George &
Hout, Thomas M.
Suzuki D

1990

Taylor, Frederick
W.
TQM “How To”
Von Weizacker
et.al.
WCM

1911

WCS

1994

1990

1990
1996
1990
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Competitive Advantage, The Free Press, USA,
ISBN 0-02-925090-0
The Competitive Advantage of Nations, The
Macmillan Press Limited, London UK
Manufacturing Handbook of Best Practices, The St
Lucie Press, Washington DC
Taguchi Techniques for Quality Engineering,
McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York, USA
Key Technologies for the 21st Century, September
1995
Human Dynamics, Pegasus Communications Inc
Cambridge USA ISBN 1-883823-06-4
The Fifth Discipline, Century Business, Bantam,
Doubleday, Random Century Group, London
England, ISBN 0-7127-9885-x
Economic Control of Quality of Manufactured
Product, D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc. New
York, USA
Shinguru Dandori, Japan Management association
Tokyo, Japan
An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the
Wealth of Nations, Oxford University Press
Asia Pacific Service and Quality Conference,
Singapore
Competing against Time, The Free Press, New
York,
ISBN 0-02-915291-7
Competing Against Time, The Free Press Collier
Macmillan Publishers, London, UK
Inventing the Future, Allen and Unwin Sydney,
ISBN 0-04442-193-1
Principles of Scientific Management, Harper New
York, USA
Total Quality Management ‘How To’, DITC, NIES
Factor 4 – Doubling Wealth and Halving resource
Use, Allen & Unwin, ISBN 1-86448-438-1
World Competitive Manufacturing, Workshop
Manual DITC, V7, NIES
World Competitive Service, Workshop Manual,
DITC, NIES
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Wundt, Wilhelm:
University of
Leipzig
Yip S.Y.

1992

Yoshino, Michael

2002

Zemke R. & Schaaf
D.
Zimbardo, Phillip

1989
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Wundt initiated the first studies dedicated to the
scientific study of human behaviour

1973

Total Global Strategy, Prentice Hall, USA
ISBN 0-13-357658-2
Leading Change, Australian Institute of
Management & Harvard Joint Training Program,
Sydney, Australia
The Service Edge, NAL Books, New York,
ISBN 0-453-00647-7
A Pirodellian Prison, The New York Times
Magazine, 8 April 1973
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5.
SCORING METHODS
AND
SCORING SHEETS
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Agree Disagree

Scoring Method
Score

For Employee Survey

For Market Survey

0

Very strongly disagree

Terrible, could not get worse

1

Strongly disagree

2

Disagree

3

Slightly disagree

4

Very slightly disagree

5

Neither agree or disagree

6

Very slightly agree

7

Slightly agree

8

Agree

9

Strongly agree

10

Very strongly agree

Average

Excellent, could not get better
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Employee Survey
Score 0-10

Leadership
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The senior executive has strong commitment, involvement and visibility in leading the firm.
The senior executive promotes setting and supporting the purpose (mission), direction (vision) and key
goals for the firm.
Everyone in the firm is encouraged to accept responsibility and continuously improve the performance of
the firm.
All employees support the way the company operates and are informed of the current situation.
The company succeeds in meeting its responsibilities to the wider community.
Score 0-10

Planning and Direction
6.
7.
8.
9.

Management and employees are involved with and contribute to developing the company.
The company knows where it is going and effectively plans how to get there.
The planning process uses internal and external information to develop formal (written) plans which are
implemented.
Relevant people are involved in both the development and implementation process.
Score 0-10

Information
10.
11.

The company collects and uses key information to measure and improve the way it operates.
The company has effective information systems and achieves a “management by fact” environment.

12.
13.

All employees know the impact of their work performance on the total company performance.
Information is openly shared with and used by all employees.
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Score 0-10

People Management
14.
15.

The company plans to manage and develop people for the short and long term.
People know their role in the firm, the rules of their job and their responsibilities.

16.
17.
18.
19.

People receive effective and timely feedback on their performance, both good and bad.
People are rewarded effectively for their contribution in both pay and recognition.
The company works to train people in order to develop the right skills.
People are encouraged to become fully involved in the business and reach their potential.
Score 0-10

Participation, Communication and Morale
20.
21.

People feel empowered to take the initiative and accept responsibility.
People are encouraged to communicate formally and informally with management and other employees.

22.
23.
24.

Communication within the company is effective; up, down and across levels.
People trust and respect one another thus creating high morale.
I enjoy working here and am satisfying my goals.
Score 0-10

Customer Focus
25.
26.
27.

The company has a clear understanding of what its customers want.
The company has effective working relationships with its customers.
The company is continually innovation and improving its products and services.

28.

The company enjoys a good reputation with its customers as providers of quality goods and services.
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Score 0-10

Process, Products and Services
29.
30.

Employees and customers are well supported by systems, processes, administration and management.
I receive the right information at the right time to best do my job.

31.

We all work to continually innovate and improve the processes and working effectiveness of the
company.
The company and its suppliers work well together.

32.

Open Questions
1. What are the best things about the company and working here?

2. What are the worst things about the company and working here?

3. What areas of the company could be improved to make working here more rewarding?

4. Are there any other comments you wish to add?
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Market Opportunity Survey – Existing (Market/Products)
Statement:
Measurement

Service/Product
A
Value

B
Score

Value

C
Score

Value

1. Market Share
2. Market Growth
3. Market Size
4. Cost of Entry
5. Quality Level
6. Investment needed
7. Stability
8. Legal Matters
9. Ability to pay
10. Product Synergy
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E
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F
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Competitive Position Survey – Existing (Market/Products)
Statement:
Measurement

Service/Product
A
Value

B
Score

Value

C
Score

Value

1. Market Share
2. Market Size
3. Brand name strengths
4. Distributor Network
5. Innovation
6. Uniqueness/patents/
copyright
7. Quality
8. Packaging
9. Promotion
10. Network
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Market Opportunity Survey – Existing (Market/Products)
Statement: “Each measurement is a big opportunity for improvement of the profitability of the company”
Measurement

Service/Product
A Meat Pies

B Apple Pies

Value

Score

Value

Score

Value

Score

Value

Score

Value

Score

1. Market Share

36%

6

36%

6

30%

4

60%

10

185

3

2. Market Growth

Low

2

2

8

0

0

3. Market Size

High

6

6

4

0

6

4. Cost of Entry

Low

8

7

7

0

5

5. Quality Level

High

2

3

8

0

5

6. Investment needed

Mid

5

4

8

High

0

High

0

Good

8

8

7

Low

0

Low

2

7. Stability
8. Legal Matters

-

9. Ability to pay

-

10. Product Synergy

-

C Sausage
Roll
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F
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Competitive Position Survey – Existing (Market/Products)
Statement: “The measurement represents a big opportunity to improve our competitive position”
Measurement

Service/Product
A Meat Pies

B Apple Pies

Value

Value

Score

Score

C Sausage
Roll
Value

Score

D Cream Bun
Value

Score

E Others
Value

Score

1. Market Share

2

2

10

0

2

2. Market Size

10

10

7

0

2

3. Brand name strengths

1

0

0

0

0

4. Distributor Network

4

1

1

1

1

5. Innovation

1

1

4

1

1

6. Uniqueness/patents/
copyright

0

0

6

0

0

7. Quality

4

3

5

4

3

8. Packaging

6

7

9

0

1

9. Promotion

7

6

5

0

0

10. Network

0

0

0

0

0
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Operations Survey (1)
Measurement

This
year

Last
Year

Year
Before

1. Growth %
2. Utilisation % (no. hours worked/year)
3. Efficiency % (no. hours run)
4. Error Rate %
5. Complaints per year %
6. Lead time to customers
7. Inventory %
8. Stock turns
9. Rent % Sales
10. Training
11. Export % Sales
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Operations Survey (2)
This
year

Measurement

Last
Year

Year
Before

1. Return on assets (ROA)
2. Return on capital
3. Interest payments
4. Direct labour (DL) as % of sales
5. Overheads as % of sales
6. All leases as % of sales
7. (Debt/Equity)
8. Cash Flow =

Debt
GCF – Deprec.

9. Inventory Ratio (raw materials)
10. Inventory Ratio
(work in process + finished goods)
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Innovation Survey
Measurements

Period

1. (1.1) Product Innovation

md/yr

(1.2) Process Innovation

md/yr

Notes

2. No. products
Average Age

yrs

Age Range

yrs

3. No. ideas generated/yr
4. No. new products developed
(4.1) last year
(4.2) year before
5. Total $ (%sales) R & D
6. New processes developed

yr

7. New technologies introduced
8. Measurement against state of art
5 = average, 10 = as good as
9. Sources of innovation data
10. Surveillance methods
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Sales & Gross Margins Survey
$k

Measurements

GM = GP
%

Total Sales
Sales by Service/Product

A

B
C
D
E
(A = largest, E =rest)
Notes:GM = Sales revenue less (cost of raw materials including freight in).
= S – COS = GP
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Sales and Net Profits Survey
$k

Measurements
Total Sales

%

Direct
Labour

Rest

100

Sales by Service/Product
A
B
C
D
E
A = largest, E = 5th largest
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Selection of Testimonials
Professor Kenneth Preiss, Sir Leon Bagrit Professor Technology and Global
Competitiveness at Ben-Gurion University
“…I am astonished by your work. It is truly excellent.”

David B. Graff, United States Air Force, Air University, USA
“I have identified your paper ‘Maximising Profit with Short Production Runs’ …as a great
resource paper for our lean practitioners.”

Dr. Barbara Blades, Adviser to Minister for Health, NSW
“I used your book ‘The Quality Solution’ when I took over a hospital lab which was in dire
need of improving its processes and results. I took the lab from 600th in the international
external QAP we were in to being consistently in the top five.”

Dr. Peter Murphy, General Manager, Business Training Program, Research
Institute for Asia and the Pacific, University of Sydney
“The feedback from the course was excellent with participants stating that they felt the
course was extremely worthwhile.”

Professor John Niland, Vice Chancellor, University of NSW
“I am writing to you, both personally and on behalf of the University, for your kindness in
agreeing to deliver the occasional address at the graduation ceremony for the faculty of
Commerce and Economics.”

Mr. David Miles, Chairman Australian Government Industrial Research and
Development Board
“During your term on the Committee, you have provided valuable input to the ongoing
administration of a number of innovation programs…your contributions are greatly
appreciated.”

Andrew Benson, Chairman, Manufacturing Industry Council
“On behalf of the Manufacturing Industry Council, and the Department of Economic
Development, I would like to thank you for your contribution as a presenter at the
Manufacturing conference ‘A Dynamic Profitable Future’.”

Professor E.O. Hall, University of Newcastle
“For my part, I am happy to recommend him, his research capabilities are evident, his
energy is enormous, and he is a first rate experimental scientist.”

Australian Institute of Management
“This distinguished Australian author has established an enviable reputation among
international writers on this most topical field.”

Dr. Ezzelino Leonardi, Technical Director, Pirelli
“Dr. Blakemore is and intelligent fanatic, with very good professional skills and he is a
good communicator.”

Engineers Australia
“Dr. Blakemore is recognised for innovation and invention … he is recognised as one of
the top engineers in Australia for manufacturing expertise.”

Peter J. Ramage, Manager Industry Advisory Services, State Development of
New South Wales Australia
“Please accept this working training model as an excellent example of the outcomes of a
joint consultant/government effort.” Letter sent to the University of NSW.

Mr. Mal Beavis, Manager, Comalco
“I personally would like to thank you for the top effort you put in for the QUIDS program
performance this morning. Congratulations and thanks… an excellent achievement.”

AIC Conferences
“Due to the outstanding success of this workshop, AIC conferences and Dr. John
Blakemore are bringing this workshop to you again in 5 capital cities
Over 250 participants have attended Dr. Blakemore’s programs and some comments
include, excellent speaker, most enjoyable and informative, excellent conference.”

Mr. John Wisby, Wisby and Leonard
“I found John Blakemore to be one of the most professional and helpful consultants I have
dealt with.”

Dean Fleming, GM Le Cornu Furniture
“A key Strength was the presenter’s knowledge and skill.”

Jenny Fisher, Warringah Shire Council
“A key Strength was the information, program structure and the easy to understand
concepts.”

